1. Sam Neil's cousin is not Landyn.

2. Kurt Russell's cousin lives on Joseph Street.

3. The one who received the $2230 reward lives on Belle Circle.

4. The one who received the $2230 reward is Liam Neeson's cousin.

5. Morgan Freeman's cousin doesn't live on Madison Street.

6. Sam Neil's cousin received a larger reward than the one who lives on Belle Circle.

7. The one who received the $1680 reward is Jamari.

8. The one who lives on Joseph Street is not Landyn.

9. Jamari was rewarded less than Liam Neeson's cousin.

10. The one who lives on Warrior Avenue was rewarded less than the one who lives on Joseph Street.

11. The one who lives on Madison Street is not Luke.

12. The 5 people were Morgan Freeman's cousin, the one who lives on Warrior Avenue, the one who received the $1600 reward, Marina, and Sam Neil's cousin.